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MAGNETIC
CATCH
SYSTEM

The Penrod Magnetic Catch System is a new type 
of door latch for single & double closet doors that 
uses powerful magnets to keep your doors shut. It is 
easy to install and use, and it works with any type of 
door.

The system comes with two powerful magnets that 
are placed on the inside of your door, and when the 
door is closed, the magnets hold the door shut.

Penrod Magnetic Catch is easy to install and once 
installed there is zero maintenance or further 
adjusting required.

ABOUT PENROD
With more than 30 years of experience creating 
solutions for the construction industry, Penrod has a 
solid understanding of door and millwork inventory 
needs. Leveraging its superior customer service, 
customer-friendly policies, same-day shipping, and 
just-in-time systems, Penrod enables manufacturers 
to focus on productivity. As a one-stop shop for door 
construction needs, Penrod offers a complete range 
of hardware and related products for businesses of 
all sizes.www.hardwarebypenrod.com

The magnetic catch system for closet single & 
double doors offers several outstanding features 
and benefits:
Strong Magnetic Force: The neodymium magnets used in the 
latch system provide a powerful and reliable hold, ensuring the 
doors stay securely closed without any accidental openings.
Silent and Smooth Operation: The magnetic catch system 
offers quiet and seamless door closure, eliminating any noise 
associated with traditional latch systems.
Space-Saving Design: Unlike traditional catch systems, 
neodymium magnets are compact and space-saving, allowing 
for a more streamlined and aesthetically pleasing closet door 
setup.
Easy Installation: The simplicity of the Penrod magnet catch 
system makes installation quick and straightforward, reducing 
installation time and cost.
Durability and Longevity: Neodymium magnets are highly 
durable and resistant to wear and tear, ensuring the latch 
system's longevity and consistent performance over time.
No Visible Hardware: The magnetic catch system remains 
hidden inside the doors and frames, offering a clean and 
seamless appearance without any visible hardware, enhancing 
the aesthetic appeal of the closet space.
Maintenance-Free: Once installed, the magnetic catch system 
requires little to no maintenance, saving time and effort for the 
homeowner.
Cost Savings: Only one catch is required for double doors vs. 
two units needed for competitive products.

Powerful magnets hold door closed 
tightly.
Latches at both the top and bottom, 
makes sure the doors are aligned 
perfectly.
No adjustments ever needed.
Retrofit existing doors in minutes.

Penrod is the most capable, experienced, and reliable supplier of 
high-quality components to door manufacturers and the millwork 
industry. We invite you to tie your success to Penrod's decades of 
experience and product excellence.


